Abstract-We propose weakly-constrained stream and block codes with tunable pattern-dependent statistics and demonstrate that the block code capacity at large block sizes is close to the the prediction obtained from a simple Markov model published earlier. We demonstrate the feasibility of the code by presenting original encoding and decoding algorithms with a complexity log-linear in the block size and with modest table memory requirements. We also show that when such codes are used for mitigation of patterning effects in optical fibre communications, a gain of about 0.5dB is possible under realistic conditions, at the expense of small redundancy (≈10%).
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE patterning effect due to inter-symbol interference (ISI) manifests itself in digital communication as dependence of the transmission result for an information bit on the surrounding pattern, i.e. the neighbouring bits. ISI imposes one of the most severe restrictions on the speed of data transmission and can be due to physical mechanisms of widely varying origins. For instance, in fibre optic digital communication, pattern dependence of errors can be caused by the gain saturation of a semiconductor optical amplifier (see, e.g., [1] ) or by resonance interactions between pulses in bitoverlapping transmission regimes [2] , [3] . Note that the current trend of ever-increasing channel rate makes it necessary to use increasingly shorter carrier pulses thus also increasing the effects of dispersive broadening of the signal and consequently bit-overlapping. Therefore the negative impact of the patterning effects may become a very serious factor in future optical systems.
One well-researched example of ISI is optical fibre communication at high bit rates limited by intra-channel four-wavemixing (ICFWM) [2] , [3] , which generates "ghost" pulses. Under such conditions the main contribution to the bit error rate comes from the ghosts pulses that appear in logical-zero time slots surrounded by symmetric patterns of logical-ones [4] . Mitigation of intra-channel nonlinear effects by channel coding has been proposed in [5] , [6] . Suppression of the ICFWM effects by employing a pre-encoding was studied in [4] , [7] - [9] . Direct modeling of bit-error-rate in high-speed wave-division-multiplexing optical communications, see [10] , [11] , has shown the utility of skewed statistics pre-encoding of the type discussed in [7] . In the present paper we will extend the analysis begun in [7] with consideration and evaluation of specific coding schemes.
It should be noted that practical optical transmission lines have to rely on forward-error correction techniques for the provision of a low-BER communication channel. When the BER is small by itself, the FEC can cope with the errors due to both the channel noise and patterning well enough not to require any additional measures. However, as the patterning effects grow stronger, at some point the FEC scheme starts to deteriorate rapidly and it is at that point that error prevention becomes essential in maintaining the low-BER regime. The solution that we proposed in [7] , and which we continue to study here, is to use a weakly constrained code to adjust the incidence of undesirable patterns down in order to reduce the part of the BER that is due to patterning and, consequently, bring the combined BER back under the FEC break-down threshold. Since the FEC threshold is usually very sharply defined, the most economical pre-encoding scheme ought to be tuneable: any extra redundancy below the threshold is more effective if utilised by the FEC itself. Weakly constrained codes are codes that reduce the incidence of patterns of a certain kind; the amount of reduction is directly linked with the code redundancy and is controllable by a parameter that can be varied almost continuously [7] . This makes them ideally suited to the task of controllable pattern reduction for the purposes of FEC.
We will present specific block and stream codes for weaklyconstrained coding and will demonstrate that for some of these codes, which can be realized in practice, the redundancy at a given level of pattern elimination is close to the Markov model obtained in [7] . Finally, for our block codes we propose a loglinear complexity encoding/decoding algorithm and evaluate the code gain under various strengths of the patterning effect.
II. FROM "GHOST" PULSES TO PATTERN REDUCTION
Denote as 1 2 ... the transmitted sequence of bits. If = = = 1 and the bit + − = 0, then the "ghost" pulse effect establishes a false 1 in the position + − upon reception (see [4] , [12] for more details). The patterns 1101, 1011, and 11011 are especially prone to "ghost" pulses. For example, if +1 +2 +3 = 1101, then = , = + 3, = + 1 and the bit + − = +2 = 0 can be received as 1. Since the capacity of a "ghost"-constrained channel is zero (see [12] for the proof), the complete suppression of the effect is impossible. However, for any finite sequence complete 0090-6778/09$25.00 c ⃝ 2010 IEEE elimination of "ghost" pulses can be achieved by constrained coding (see [12] ).
It is noteworthy that some "resonance" patterns are more hazardous than others. It is proven that the 101 pattern, and, of course, patterns containing it, such as 11011, 1101 etc., make the main contribution to the channel bit error rate. This was observed experimentally and described in [4] , [10] and [13] . The papers [10] and [13] describe a channel simulation and report some error statistics obtained in it.
In contrast to the complete elimination of "ghost" pulses, which is extremely expensive in terms of the channel capacity 1 , a mere reduction of 101 can be achieved considerably more cheaply. Indeed, by using our proposed codes 50% of the undesirable pattern occurrences can be removed at 6% redundancy. Such a major reduction in strong-patterning situations leads to a similar reduction in the BER, which in turn can return the FEC procedure to the normal, subcritical, regime.
Could the patterns 101 be reduced or eliminated using standard coding techniques? For example, the codes RLL( , ) with ≥ 2 are suitable for such elimination as they ensure that at least two 0s are present between any pair of 1s . Indeed, the codes (1, ∞) and (2, ∞) have been proposed for the worst pattern suppression (see [14] ). Unfortunately, RLL-codes have very small capacities ( (2, ∞) = 0.5515, (1, ∞) = 0.6942) and are therefore rather expensive for long-haul optical transmission systems. Other codes were suggested as a cheaper alternative, following exactly the same logic as ours (small patterns associated with resonances instead of all possible resonances), for example, a simple code for avoiding the pattern "11011" is described in paper [4] , with a redundancy of only 20%; it completely eliminates the 11011 pattern. We have been guided by the same level of acceptable redundancy (20% or less) but our purpose has been rather different: as mentioned in section I, we wish to propose a code with tuneable redundancy that eliminates just enough occurrences of the undesirable pattern to bring the BER down to a level that FEC can process. For long patterns that have a small rate of occurrence, e.g. 11011, which would occur in about 3% of quintuplets in a random packet, tuning could be compatible with complete elimination: indeed, one could control the number of different undesirable patterns to eliminate. However, if one were to completely eliminate short patterns, in our case triplets, those contribute from about 15% to 30% redundancy each, which makes fine tuning difficult.
The code presented below achieves near continuous tuneability using a version of the enumeration method [17] . We must emphasise that the code in question can not be regarded as an instance of the general RLL code, nor of Vasic's graph model [4] . Since it reduces, rather than eliminates, the incidence of a pattern, it is a weakly-constrained code rather than a constrained code.
The next section will lay theoretical foundations of our approach.
1 the best redundancy we have found in [12] was about 30%, but they also quote redundancies up to 85%, see [12] p.70 
III. SKEWED ENCODING AND ITS ASSOCIATED REDUNDANCY
The BER of a received message is given by the formula
, where is the average frequency of the triplet in the input bit string, and is the error probability for the central digit in the triplet 2 . The message is assumed to be long enough for neglecting the triplets at its ends that involve bits outside the message. It is an uneven distribution of errors caused by the patterning effects that makes it possible to reduce the error rate by reducing the frequency of some triplets. All that is required is a mapping of the source message onto code words, which is called skewed pre-encoding [8] .
It is convenient to illustrate the skewed pre-encoding principle using the Markov chain in Fig. 1 . The vertices of the graph correspond to the state of the process, which consists of the three most recently transmitted digits including the current one. The transmission of the next digit is depicted as the transition from the current state to the next, keeping the most recent two bits and adjoining to them a new one (either 0 or 1), with some probability that depends on the current state. All transitions in the diagram generally occur with a probability different from 1/2, which would be the case with a random bit stream without pre-encoding. The difference between the probabilities for the transitions from the same state is = ,2 +1 − ,2 , where ,2 = (1− )/2 and ,2 +1 = (1 + )/2, assuming modulo 8 indexing, which is a measure of the statistical skew of the encoder. As mentioned above, triplet 5 ( pattern 101) was found to be the main cause of errors in some optical transmission systems. A reduction in the incidence of the triplet can be achieved by annulling all s, except 2 = 6 = − < 0, see the dashed lines in the figure. The per-bit entropy of the transmitted signal ℎ = 
3 + g( ) + 4 + , and thus the code redundancy
In [8] the probabilities for arbitrary
were found. They are shown in Table I . Ref [8] states that the minimum-redundancy code for a given 101 skew ties the parameters pairwise: 0 = 4 , 1 = 5 , 2 = 6 , and 3 = 7 .
Consequently we shall assume these ties in the sequel.
IV. ZU LANGUAGE
Let us now consider a slightly different representation of a bit string. Imagine a language based on two sets of symbols:
representing a string of zeroes of size and similarly , a string of ones sized , > 0. Any bit string of nonzero length represents the following structure:
where each stands for with some , generally different for different , and each similarly for a . The string can begin and/or end with either or , but since the end-effects are not important for statistical calculations on a long string, we can limit ourselves to strings of -pairs without loss of generality.
In an uncorrelated random bit string, the frequency of each of the symbols is ( ) = ( ) = 2 − . It is easy to calculate the entropy of the string given those probabilities. Since the order of Zs and Us is fixed, the entropy is the sum of the entropies of the Z-and U-substrings, and furthermore, the sum of the entropies of individual Z and U symbols. Consequently,
and the average length in bits of a symbol is
and the same for symbols . Thus the information density of the uncorrelated string is precisely 1 bit/digit as expected.
We are now prepared to analyse a 101-skewed code using this language, by introducing a skew similarly to the Markov model discussed earlier. Let us reduce the probability of 1 , which is equal to the frequency of the 101 triplet, and increase the probability of every other , > 1 to compensate:
Here ( ) = 0 for negative and 1 otherwise. This distribution is correctly normalised for any . A direct calculation of the entropy gives
where g( ) is exactly as defined earlier. The average length of one is ( ) = 2 + .
Remembering that s account for half of the string symbols and the other half has ( ) = ( ) = 2 the redundancy
exactly as suggested by the Markov model. The frequency of the 101 triplet in a long ZU string is the probability of the symbol 1 , (1− )/2, normalised by the length of the ZU pair, 4 + , which gives (1 − )/(8 + 2 ), again in full agreement with the Markov model. It is notable that the ZU-language is a handy instrument for constrained code analysis. Other state frequencies can be reformulated in the ZU language very easily. For example, the frequency
The symmetries inherent in the Markov solution, such as 1 = 4 can now be proven in the general case by observing that the pattern 100 can only be detected in the situation with ≥ 2 but then the same combination would deliver the 001 pattern. Similarly, 3 = 6 .
The Markov model is still very useful because, as the aforementioned example of 7 shows, a finite calculation in the Markov chain corresponds to an infinite summation over the ZU language, which may or may not be possible analytically. Nevertheless, unlike the Markov chain, the ZU approach empowers us to make the next step. Below we use the ZU-language for calculation of the bit-stuffing code properties.
V. WEAKLY-CONSTRAINED CODES FOR PRE-ENCODING
Initially, weakly-constrained codes were presented by K.A.S.Immink in [15] and were intended for magnetic recording systems. In contrast to constrained (strictly-constrained) codes these codes do not strictly observe the channel constraints, rather their codewords violate the channel constraints infrequently. Weak constraints are motivated by the fact that if the channel is not free of random errors due to the noise, codes that always observe the constraint have no advantage: it will be violated by errors anyway. Thanks to the method of weakly-constrained coding, very effective RLL-codes have been constructed (see [16] ). Codes for reducing the frequency of triplet 101 are weakly-constrained also, since the degree of triplet elimination depends on the parameter (0 ≤ ≤ 1). This parameter is the "degree of weakeness" for our code: at = 1 the code is strongly-constrained (all 101s are removed from the message), and at = 0 the code has no constraints whatsoever.
A. Bit stuffing
Let us now consider a practical code. After the example of bit stuffing which is well-known in digital recording technology, let us insert an extra 0 in a Z-symbol to make it longer and thus reduce the probability of the pattern 101. For this to be practical, we need to be able to reverse the effect of stuffing, i.e. we need to know that an extra 0 has been inserted in the received bit sequence so that we may remove it. This can be achieved by making the stuffing decision conditional on the preceding U-symbol. Here is our proposed code :
The inverse code is, obviously,
and is undefined on any 0 combination with ≥ , as such combinations are prevented by the direct code. Code is controllable via the value of : since the frequency of falls exponentially with , by choosing large enough one can achieve the smallest desirable degree of stuffing. As a limiting case, code 1 always stuffs an extra zero into a Z, thus completely eliminating the symbol 1 and its corresponding pattern 101. 3 We conclude that the code gives a good degree of control over the probability of the pattern 101 at large .
Notice that the code we have described suffers from the same problem as convolution codes in FEC: it has the tendency to spread an error by making nonlocal coding decisions. Indeed the above code mapping is local only in the ZU representation as it maps a ZU pair on a ZU pair. However an error 1 → 0 disrupting a string of 1s within a single U will effectively insert an extra ZU pair. This means that a code of the type described above would require some support from an FEC code to neutralise those types of errors; however, when the skew-related effects are much stronger than random errors, the bit-stuffing code could be quite effective in combination with FEC.
Let us now evaluate the effect of bit stuffing on redundancy and the frequency of 101 as we did with the Markov model. It is easy to see that the probability of the UZ pair is as follows:
, since the stuffed symbol retains its frequency but becomes one bit longer. After a straightforward calculation we obtain the average length of the resulting UZ-pair:
Unsurprisingly, the length is 5 when = 1 as we always stuff one zero into the Z symbol, which corresponds to the 20% redundancy under the Markov chain with = 1. As for the entropy ( ( )), it remains the same = 4 since the code is reversible, hence the image under the code contains exactly the same information 4 . The output frequency ( 1 ) is
) which corresponds to the Markov model with = 2 −( −1) . Note, however, that the entropy per bit for the practical code ℎ( ) = 4/(4 + ) is different from that for the Markov chain, and so is redundancy: = /(4 + ). The redundancy curve is plotted in Fig. 2 .
B. Weakly-constrained block codes
One way of dealing with the error propagation of a bitstuffing code is to use finite blocks. The idea of a weaklyconstrained block code is as follows.
Let be a list of all length-bit strings. Denote as ( ) the th entry of the list and as , the number of length bit strings with no more than 101s. 
Then the decoding process can be defined as = −1 ( ), = 1.. . This code has the redundancy = ( − )/ . Code example: Let us consider a code (9, 8) that maps 8-bit strings onto 9-bit strings. It can be verified that = 4. The values of 9, are given in Table II. It is clear from Table II that B(9,8) codewords contain no more than one triplet 101, since, for this code, 0 ≤ < 2 = 256, 9 ( ) for 0 ≤ < 200 does not contain 101, and 9 ( ) for 200 ≤ < 399 contains exactly one 101.
The per-bit frequency of 101 in the output is approximately
, is the number of -bit strings that contain exactly triplets 101. This is an approximation that neglects the triplets formed at the junctures of neighbouring blocks. These depend on the frequency of certain bits at the beginning and end of a block. Indeed, the combination 101 will arise around the starting bit of a block that starts with 01, provided that it follows a block ending with 1. Similarly, a 101 combination around the last bit of a block arises when the block ends with 10, and the next one starts with 1. The exact per-bit frequency of the 101 combinations is, consequently,
Here 01 , 1 , 1 , and 10 are frequencies of the blocks that begin with 01, begin with 1, end with 1, and end with 10, respectively. Note that due to the assumed randomness of the source bit stream, the neighbouring patterns are uncorrelated, which justifies the use of products of frequencies in the above formula.
We have constructed block codes in 
VI. ANALYSIS OF THE WEAKLY-CONSTRAINED BLOCK CODE
In the previous section we introduced and discussed the block codes constructed numerically in table form. This gave us a chance to compare the statistics of constrained block coding with the Markov model, if only numerically and approximately. In this section we will give an analytical view of the block-code statistics which shows further deviations from the idealised Markov model and explains and quantifies them.
A. Frequency of 101 triplets
Consider a block of bits. Out of the 2 bit strings there will be some ,0 strings that contain no triplet 101, ,1 , strings that contain exactly one such triplet, etc. Let us determine the value of , analytically. Proposition 6.1: The following recurrence relation holds:
with the initial data 3,0 = 7, 3,1 = 1, 3, = 0 for any > 1; 
Since prefixing 0 to a string does not increase the number of 101s, After straightforward substitutions, we arrive at the equation from the Proposition. The initial data can be verified by direct calculation. The above recurrence relation is useful because it has the ability to predict the redundancy of the weakly-constrained block code for large values of , for which direct numerical evaluation may be difficult (though arguably still possible using the Monte-Carlo method), while the cost of evaluating the recurrences is small.
Let us first restrict ourselves to the code with minimum redundancy: = 0, and denote ,0 as . Proposition 6.1 will now come to: Note that since < 1, = ( ) in the limit of large . Since the number of code words of length is in fact = −3 and the number of all strings of length is 2 , the asymptotic code capacity 1 log 2 → log 2 ≃ 0.8114 bits per digit. This is higher than the Markov chain result 0.8. Remember that our block codes are optimised for minimum redundancy at a given skew by sorting the list of code words in the ascending order in the number of 101 triplets per word.
Evidently, this procedure effectively changes not only the two pairs of transitions (in the language of the Markov chain) but perhaps all of them to some extent.
B. Redundancy of the block code for arbitrary
Denote as ( ) the probability that the bit sequence occurs in the encoded message. For example, P(1010) is the probability that four consecutive bits taken at random will turn out to be the sequence 1010. Also denote as ( , ) a set of length-sequences, where each sequence has exactly triplets 101. First of all, the codeword space of the block code for any will include all codewords containing zero triplets 101. Therefore 000 ∕ = 0, because the zero codeword is included in the codeword space anyway. Similarly 100 ∕ = 0 and 110 ∕ = 0.
Lemma 6.2: For any ≥ 0, ≥ 5 , the equation (00000) = (00100) holds.
Proof: Since neither the replacement 00000 → 00100, nor its inverse modifies the frequency of 101s in the sequence, these replacements exchange a codeword ∈ ( , ) with another codeword ′ ∈ ( , ). Similarly it can be proven that Table I 
Let us find this vector using the above codeword properties. Bearing the above lemma in mind and remembering the transition probabilities of the Markov chain, we derive the skew parameter vector:
where every skew parameter is expressed in terms of a single skew 0 (see Table III ). However, to be able to juxtapose the multi-skew block code and a single-skew Markov chain, we must first define the basis for comparison. Such a basis could be an effective skew value eff such that the density of 101 in the block code at a given ⃗ corresponds to the density of 101 in the single-skew Markov chain at the skew value eff . In other words, eff indicates how much the single-skew Markov chain would have to be skewed to achieve the same density of the undesirable states. The latter is simply 5 = (1 − eff )/(8 + 2 eff ) whereas from the Markov chain density and the ⃗ expression above we get
This gives us 0 in terms of eff . 
If 6 = −1, the 5 value has no any meaning and can be assigned as 5 = 1 .
(000010) = 0 0→0 0→1 1→2
C. Calculation of the redundancy
The above-mentioned quartic equation is of the form:
and can be proven to have a single root in the interval
Obtaining the root numerically presents no technical problem, so 0 can be assumed to be functionally dependent on eff in a known way. Consequently, let us express the entropy in terms of 0 . Using the general formula from [8] and interpreting ⃗ as a function of 0 we get
where ( ) = Table I for four s as mentioned above and using 2 we establish that
By varying eff (and via it, 0 ) over its range, we obtain the curve Bk∞ in Fig. 2 . Observe that block size 128 is roughly as close to the result obtained from the single-skew Markov chain as the theoretical limit of all weakly-constrained codes with a single skew, i.e. the curve "Markov chain". It seems likely that for any practical purpose block size 128 will be sufficient. Another consideration would be the required level of interleaving and/or FEC to mitigate significant error propagation that a block code longer than 128 would be prone to.
D. Code gain
We assume that the vector of error probabilities is → = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, , 1, 1) . Since the code constructed above is a block code and since it is capable of propagating errors up to the block borders, it makes sense to express the code gain using the block error rate ( ) rather than the . For the sake of clarity denote as 0 and 0 the and the for the unencoded data block respectively; also denote as ( ) and ( ) the and the for the encoded data block. Obviously,
, where is the unecoded block length.
Since our codes have the redundancy ( , ), which depends on the block length and the value of ,
. Using this equation the value of ′ ( ) = 1 − (1 − ( )) 1/ can be found. The bit error rate ′ ( ) corresponds to the unencoded data block with the block error rate ( ). After elementary transformations we get
Remember that in our case the distortion of data during transmission is data-dependent, which is what is usually termed signal-dependent noise (SDN). Since methods for SDN analysis are not readily available, below we quantify SDN in terms of the effective AWGN. To quantify the BER improvement due to our block code we introduce an effective code gain defined as Γ = 20 log 10 ( ( , )/ ( , , )) , where ( , ) is the RMS of the effective AWGN over the source signal, i.e. the magnitude that corresponds to the observed BER, and where ( , , ) is the RMS of the effective AGWN after the block coding. Then 2 ( , ) = 2 , where 2 is the standard variation of the AWG noise. Similarly, 2 ( , , ) = ′2 , where ′2 is the variation of the total noise for the encoded signal. The values can be quantified by solving the equations:
. Here Φ( ) is a complementary error function. Finally we get Γ = 10 log 10 2 ( ′ ) 2 . The value of Γ corresponds to the increase of SNR that delivers the same error probability reduction in the case of AGWN without patterning as the block code delivers under the patterning defined by the vector → . Fig. 3 shows the code gain as a function of the BER for the block code Bk128 (see Fig. 2 ) taken at 10% redundancy. It is remarkable that a gain of about 0.5dB is possible for a channel with = 0.3 ( = 2.7 ⋅ 10 −3 ) from the simple code with = 10%. It should be borne in mind that the gain displayed in the figure does not take into account any processes associated with decoding (and long block codes are almost as prone to error propagation as convolution codes). Nevertheless, if adequately protected by FEC, the effects of error propagation with a moderate block size can be alleviated. Schemes for a constrained code and FEC concatenation are considered in [17] . Similar schemes can be used in our case, too. It may also be possible to devise a soft decoding scheme based on the algorithm presented in the next section, which is less prone to error propagation effects.
E. Encoder/decoder algorithms for large block sizes
In contrast to the Markov model the weakly-constrained block code described above includes, by construction, the maximum number of code words satisfying the pattern constraint for a given . Consequently it has the least redundancy among all codes with that . It is therefore quite important to find algorithms that realise the encoder and decoder mappings efficiently and to get an idea of their complexity.
For a small , the best coding strategy is table look-up: build a table of code words indexed by the source message block and use it for encoding. This way encoding is achieved by a single table reference per block. Decoding could be done similarly, by preparing the inverse table in advance. As the value of increases (in practice already at ≥ 32), storage requirements become prohibitive, necessitating a computational rather than purely table-based solution. As we have seen earlier, the redundancy curve saturates near = 128, where table look-up is many orders of magnitude beyond any reasonable storage capacity, so the need for an efficient algorithm will not be eliminated by improvements in storage capacity in the foreseeable future. Besides low redundancy, an advantage of a large is the fact that the list of codewords, which is of the length , , could be shortened to the length 2 where = ⌊ 2 , ⌋ increasing redundancy by a fraction of one bit for every bits of the message, a negligible increase for = 128 (corresponding to > 0.8 ⋅ 128 ∼ 100). The benefit of the shortening is that the shortened code replaces a string of bits by a string of bits and then applies the same function to the next portion of bits. Below we shall only deal with a single block.
Specification Given the index of an -bit code word in the (imaginary) For encoding we need first to find the value of : the number of 101-triplets in the result code word, = max{ | ≥ ∑ −1
=0
, }. Next compute = − , −1 the codeword index in the section of the table with 101-triplets, counting from the bottom of the segment; it is obvious that 0 ≤ < , . Denote the -th bit of the code word as (0 ≤ < − 1 and the numbering is from the least significant bit). The code word is computed bit-by-bit starting with the most significant bit. The computation closely follows the recurrence relation (Eq. 1). 
Here A is a threshold value, which depends on the two previously determined bits (we can legitimately assume = 0 for the very first application of step 2).
The threshold values are summarised in ,0 = 2 for 0 ≤ < 3, , = 0 for < 0, and , = 0 whenever > 0 and < 3.
F. Encoding/decoding algorithms
The encoding/decoding algorithms are presented in the Table VI. The critical path for processing one bit through the encoding algoritm contains one left shift ( ), four assignments ( ), two bitwise comparisons ( ), one comparison ( ) and one subtraction ( ). Denoting the register transfer cost as , we get the total time per loop cycle: 9 + +4 +2 + + . In reality the cost of comparisons and subtractions is generally dependent on , due to the carry propagation delay in subtractions and the result propagation towards the lower digits in comparisons. However, various solutions are available which accelerate the propagation, making the overall complexity estimate logarithmic in . The assignment cost, too, can be reduced: by speculatively executing both alternatives of the if while unrolling the loop to increase its pipelined concurrency. A microelectronic implementation of those measures can easily be obtained, but any technical details would go beyond the scope of the present paper. We only wish to note that the cost is generally ( log ) and that the constant in it can be made quite small by employing modern design principles in microelectronics.
Similarly, the critical path for the decoding algorithm includes one left shift ( ), three assignments ( ), two bitwise comparisons ( ), one addition ( ) and one subtraction ( ). The total time per loops cycle is thus 7 + +3 +2 + , which is similar to that for the encoding algorithm and the same considerations regarding implementation apply.
G. Memory requirement
Let us estimate the read-only storage size, which is required for -bit block-coding, for any 0 ≤ ≤ . For this one needs to tabulate A 0 ( , ) and A 1 ( , ) , where A 0 ( , ) = 
We get two ( + 1) × ( + 1) tables, one for A 0 and one for A 1 . Each table requires ( +1)⋅( +1)⋅ bits.
The total storage read-only capacity is ≤ 2 ( + 1)( +1) bits. In particular, block coding requires no more than 262 Kbytes of memory, if the block size is 128 bits, for any .
To summarise the results of this section, the time complexity of the encoder/decoder is log-linear in , = ( log ), and the read-only storage requirement is quadratic in and linear in , = ( 2 ).
VII. WEAKLY-CONSTRAINED BLOCK CODE FOR OTHER TRIPLETS
Since nonlinear effects in optical fibre communications can lead to intricate error statistics, not necessarily resulting from the "ghost" pulse phenomena alone, suppression of other triplets may be desirable in data transmission systems.
In this section we will denote as , the number of lengthsequences which contain no more than occurrences of the triplet . For each triplet we have established recurrence relations similar to Eqs. 1. They are listed in Table VII and can be employed in an encoding/decoding algorithm. For calculation of , the following initial data must be used: 
110
, . Using the block code properties we can find the skewparameter vector and plot the minimum-redundancy graph for each triplet as proposed above for 101. We have found the skew-parameter vector for triplets 000 and 100 in addition to 101. The results are summarized in Table VIII . Using these vectors the minimum-redundancy curves for 000, 101 and 100 triplets can be built. Redunancy curves versus for limiting block codes are shown in Fig. 4 . Here is the "degree of weakeness" for our weakly-constrained code and =
1−
8 , where is the rate of eliminating triplet : when = 1, the code eliminates all triplets ; and when = 0 the code does not eliminate any triplets.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
A detailed analysis of block and stream versions of weaklyconstrained codes generalizing the first theoretical results in [8] has been presented. A redundancy measure is obtained against the effective skewing factor for specific stream and block codes, and it turns out to be somewhat better than the theoretical model published previously. The effective code gain for practical block codes has been obtained and plotted against a range of bit error rates at various magnitudes of the patterning effect. It is shown that using these simple codes in a hard-decision situation provides an effective gain of about 0.5dB. For large blocks, which correspond to the lowest redundancy for a given "degree of weakness", efficient encoder/decoder algorithms are proposed, whose timecomplexity grows no faster than log-linearly in the block size, and whose storage requirements are very small. Due to their simplicity they should permit a simple microelectronic (and potentially optical) implementation. The analysis presented here can be used in code design for channels with a variety of pattern-dependent statistics. Note also that the proposed approach can potentially be used in areas such as magnetic recording, where pre-encoding is routinely used for the avoidance of undesirable bit patterns.
Future work will include investigating the decoder's ability to participate in soft-decision schemes, such as the product of an LDPC code and a weakly-constrained block code of the kind discussed in the present paper.
